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• Ponding is important for evolution of Arctic sea ice 

• We develop a network model for pond formation 

• We compare the output of the model to published observations 

• Model can be used to study physical processes in pond evolution
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Motivation

Image from Huang 2016 doi:10.1017/aog.2016.30

Image from Hohenegger 2012 
doi:10.5194/tc-6-1157-2012

• Ponds show clear perimeter-area 
scaling law


• Transition of scaling at Area~30 m2

• Ponds sudden ly become 

densely interconnected → 
“Percolation transition”


• Suggested that ponds systems 
tend to this point


• Leads to ways to parameterise 
ponds in larger models

• Sea ice surface melts in summer

• Ponds grow in hollows → interact 
→ join → drain


• Process creates individual ponds 
AND connected systems

• Model as a network

• Ponds as nodes

• Channels/fluxes as edges


• Network can model development 
of percolation process



Approach
B. Modelling collective behaviour 

 as pond network
A. Model a single pond growing 

in a catchment

• Incoming solar flux causes surface melt

• Water formed collects at lowest point in catchment

• Neighbouring catchments may eventually join

• Possibility of drainage

Image from Polashenski 2012 doi:10.1029/2011JC007231

Image from 2018 Lu doi:10.5194/tc-12-1331-2018

• Identify individual catchments as nodes 
(boundaries are dashed)


• Build graph of neighbouring catchments (red)

• Calculate fluxes as water levels change

• Determine water levels, water covered areas

• Connected components of graph as compound 

ponds

• Examine behaviour and derive statistics



The model - node behaviour
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Simulations without drainage

Output from model run show clear 
percolation behaviour at t~0.1

Percolation occurs here

Domain floods

All join

Evolution of area coverage from 
start
 of melt season to flooding of 

floe or when 
floe disappears*

System eventually behaves

 as one pond

* Time of model run
here is exaggerated
to show all possible
behaviour without 

drainage






Model results      vs.    Observations

of these data sets indicates that MYI and FYI melt ponds are
similar with respect to the perimeter/area relation (i.e.
fractal dimension), and both trends change slopes similarly
around a critical length scale of ∼100 m2 in area, in favorable
agreement with findings by Hohenegger and others (2012).

Approximately, at the beginning of melt pond formation
(i.e. stage I nominated by Polashenski and others, 2012),

shallow ponds emerge on the ice surface, with rather small
ponds on MYI but more extensive on FYI. These initial
ponds are somewhat circular in shape and their boundaries
are simple Euclidean curves with fractal dimension DA≈ or
close to 1 (Fig. 9a). As the melt period progresses, these
ponds grow both in area and depth (Morassutti and
LeDrew, 1996; Perovich and others, 2003) due to rapid

Fig. 7. Pond geometric indicator distribution as a function of pond area: (a) roundness, (b) convex degree, (c) the ratio of perimeter over area
(P/S) and (d) fractal dimension of individual pond shoreline. The dotted-lines denote the best linear fitting curves with fitting equations listed
correspondingly.

Fig. 8. Area-Perimeter data for melt ponds on FYI (a) and MYI (b) displays a ‘bend’ around a critical length scale of 100 m2 in area. Red lines
indicate the general trends in each subregions. The types (FYI or MYI) of the floes are judged visually and empirically based on their size, color,
surface topography (smooth or rough with ridges), location and general ice conditions derived from ship-based ice observations (Xie and
others, 2013).
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Changes in perimeter-area scaling

• Distinct change in  perimeter-area 

relationship → ponds beginning to 
connect


• Change implies transition closely 
aligned  with percolation transition of  
network

Frequencies of pond areas

• Model results (left) at two time points 

in a simulation (proxy for ponds at 
different latitudes)


• Results show similar pond size 
distribution as field observations 
(right) 

stages. The convex degree considerably deviates from the
value for convex shapes (π) with a large standard deviation
(STD), reflecting that the pond shoreline had many concav-
ities and was quite serrated. The ratio of P/S shows the
largest differences between flights, actually indicating the dif-
ferences in number density of small ponds, because this ratio
value is somewhat inversely proportional to the pond diam-
eter d (equivalent to MCD) if the pond can be regarded as
a circle with a perimeter P= πd and an area S= πd2/4, thus
P/S= 4/(πd). The mean roundness for ponds ranges from

1.9 to 2.9 at varying locations. For simple comparison, rec-
tangles having an aspect ratio of 1 : 4 and 1 : 17 have a
roundness of ∼2.0 and 2.9, respectively. Therefore, the
roundness values (Fig. 6a) indicate dominant ponds in
August were not round, i.e. in the later stage of pond devel-
opment, especially those seen in the F2 and F4. In addition,
all of these values reaffirm the presence of many geometric-
ally complex ponds on later summer of Arctic sea ice, in
good accordance with previous observations (Perovich and
others, 2002b; Lu and others, 2011).

Figure 7 shows pond geometry as a function of pond area.
Despite significant deviations, there are generally positive
trends of roundness and convex degree, a negative trend of
the ratio P/S, and no relationship between the fractal dimen-
sion and pond area. An increment in roundness and convex
shape implies that the pond shoreline would become more
enlongated and more convoluted (such as more zigzag in
pond border line) as pond area increases. This is consisitent
with the decrease in P/S ratio, indicating the pond border be-
coming more serrated as the pond area increases.

DISCUSSIONS
In order to quantify the melt pond size/shape and abundance
at a regional or global scale, high-resolution (meters and
even sub-meter) satellite SAR is a promising approach,
such as ERS-1/2, RARDARSAT 1/2, Envisat ASAR and
TerraSAR X. Based on the intercomparisons of helicopter-
borne SAR, aerial observations and TerraSAR X, Kim and
others (2013) concluded that the size distribution (also a
power-law function) and shape (roundness) of melt ponds
derived from high-resolution SAR could provide a level of

Fig. 4. Statistical description of melt pond size for each flight: (a) area, (b) perimeter and (c) mean caliper diameter (MCD). The sequence of
flight was adjusted in northward direction. Standard deviation of each parameter is not plotted due to their large values compared with the
corresponding means.

Fig. 5. Melt pond area distribution for each flight, with an area bin of
5 m2.
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Image from Huang 2016 doi:10.1017/aog.2016.30

Image from Huang 2016 doi:10.1017/aog.2016.30

• Experiments on  random topography of 150 
catchments (melt ratio of 2.5)


• Ponds sampled at early time, and shortly 
after the percolation transition


• MARS regression used to find change in 
area-perimeter relations (below)



Incorporating drainage
• Allow drainage over the sides of the floe


• Add an extra ‘ocean’ node, sea level kept below lowest point on floe 
boundary


• Wire all catchments along the floe boundary to ocean node and allow them 
to overflow


• Drainage over the side of floe strongly controls maximum area fraction

• Averaged trajectories of pond fraction, 20 realisations 
of random topographies, each of 100 catchments 


• Experiments with and without drainage done on each 

• Solid line is mean, shaded region within one standard 

deviation 

• Melt ratio is 2.5

Simplicity of network model allows 
easy analysis of other physical effects




Conclusions

• Network model represents physics and geometry, and 
allows study of percolation processes


• Pond statistics a result of the percolation process 
Percolation happens early, at low pond fraction (~0.35)


• Model recreates pond statistics qualitatively


• Maximum area fraction strongly dependent on drainage 
(especially on first year ice)





